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Introduces tractors and describes the different jobs that they are used for, including pulling
plows, lifting hay bales, and collecting grain from combines.

About the AuthorDeborah Lock is a senior editor at Dorling Kindersley as well as a writer and
mother of two. She was previously a teacher and has worked at Dorling Kindersley since 1998,
producing children’s nonfiction books about all kinds of topics, from history, science, and politics
to art, music, gardening, pirates, and mythical beasts. She is the series editor of the DK Readers
reading program and is currently working on some innovative new products for the bestselling
educational Made Easy workbooks program. She spends her leisure time involved with youth
work and has a passion for singing, drama, and dancing.
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J. Kirkpatrick, “Great pics, bad board book design.. My 2 year old son loves the pictures of
tractors and combines in this book! These are real, working pictures of tractors that have a lot of
detail. After less than a month though, the first fold out page has been torn out. The pages fold
out in different directions making it a bit confusing for him and then they get folded the wrong
way making them weak and able to tear at the fold.”

Matt, “Great starter tractor book. Our daughter loves books that are more than just pages that
turn and this one about John Deere tractors is a hit. We have been seeing a lot more tractors
lately since harvest time started and she loves them so naturally the pictures in the book make
her smile.”

KAH, “Adorable book. Our son absolutely loves John Deere tractors. We ordered this book along
with the "All About John Deere" video and a really cool toy John Deere tractor. We put them all
together as a little themed Christmas gift. He liked it!”

Sharon Sandheinrich, “book. Hard back I'm sure my granddaughter will chew on it and slobber
over it. Her grandfather is a farmer and she will always be around these types of farm machinery.”

MPRUETT, “18 mo. old son LOVES this book. Our son loves this book- tractors are one of his
favorite things, and this one shows lots of them and how they work, with (to a toddler) super-cool
flaps that he can open.”

Marinemom, “Love it. M 2 year old grandson loves tractors. He loves to lift the flaps on this book
and tell what the pictures are.”

Little D, “grandson loves this book. Our Grandson just loves this book, he just loves tractors, I
would recommend this product to anyone who has a young toddler, who enjoys tractors”

jgrits, “Good book, don't expect new condition. Wasn't in the greatest of shapes but the book
itself my son loves”

The book by Linda Bleck has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 21 people have provided feedback.
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